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“This film encourages engagement and inspires viewers to 
take action to reach beyond divides.”
 - Nina Streich, Executive Director

 Global Peace Film Festival

“After watching this film, I experienced the same feelings 
that I had after walking away from ‘The Wall’ in 
Washington D.C.”
 -Ed Sperry, US Air Force Colonel (ret.)

Jan Selby 612.889.3640 jan@quietislandfilms.com 1595 Selby Ave Suite 208 Saint Paul MN 55104
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LOG LINE (25 WORDS)

Through the courageous acts of a Vietnam veteran and a peace advocate, BEYOND THE DIVIDE illuminates a path 
to healing old wounds while reimagining peace.

SYNOPSIS (50 WORDS)

Fifty years ago, an enduring divide began between those who served in Vietnam and those who fought a different 
war at home. Through the courageous acts of a Vietnam veteran and a peace advocate in Missoula, Montana, 
BEYOND THE DIVIDE illuminates a path to healing old wounds while reimagining peace. 

SYNOPSIS (103 WORDS)

Fifty years have passed since the beginning of the Vietnam War. The politics and casualties are history yet deep 
scars remain. In Missoula, Montana, a mysterious graffiti peace symbol inflamed the animosity between those 
who served and those who fought a different war at home. Through the courageous acts of two people, a Vietnam 
veteran and a peace advocate, BEYOND THE DIVIDE illuminates a path to healing old wounds and demonstrates 
authentic peacebuilding. The story inspires audiences to take courageous first steps to reach beyond polarization 
in search of what unites us instead of what divides us.

SYNOPSIS (120 WORDS)

Set in the mountainous beauty of Missoula, Montana, BEYOND THE DIVIDE is a feature-length documentary film 
about war, peace, and the courage to find common ground. 

Fifty years have passed since the beginning of the Vietnam War. The politics and casualties are history yet deep 
scars remain. In Missoula, Montana, a mysterious graffiti peace symbol inflamed the animosity between those 
who served and those who fought a different war at home. Through the courageous acts of Vietnam veteran 
Dan Gallagher and peace advocate Betsy Mulligan-Dague, BEYOND THE DIVIDE illuminates a path to healing old 
wounds while reimagining peace. Their story inspires audiences to focus on what unites us instead of what divides 
us.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

At the beginning of making a film, I start with a clear vision about what I want to accomplish: create a film that is engaging, 

enjoyable to watch, and makes a difference in the world. Although planning is critically important, I also expect the story and 

choices to change in the filmmaking process. I’ve learned over time that it is often the unexpected surprises that become the 

most cherished moments in a film. 

When making BEYOND THE DIVIDE, the focus of the film changed significantly over four years. It started as a film about 

the Missoula Peace Sign and the nine people who care for a 10 ft. x 10 ft. piece of aluminum, waiting for the day when the 

pieces might be reunited. It transformed into a story about true peacemaking in action as demonstrated by Dan Gallagher, 

a Vietnam veteran, and Betsy Mulligan-Dague, a peace advocate, who each had the moral courage to search for common 

ground.

What I love most about documentary filmmaking is that it is a journey of discovery. As I explore the story and the layers of 

content and emotion, I have the honor of deciding how to take a future viewer on a similar journey in a much shorter time 

span.  While making BEYOND THE DIVIDE, I envisioned creating a film that would inspire viewers to take the courageous first 

step to find common ground in the face of conflict. Unexpectedly, my compassion for veterans grew exponentially while 

making the film. When I shared a rough cut of the film with a close friend, he said, ” It might seem cliché to say this film 

changed my life, but it’s true. I didn’t expect it but seeing this film challenged me to listen to people of opposing viewpoints 

in a new way and to seek our common ground.” He later shared with me that he now sees veterans in an entirely different 

way. It is incredibly moving and deeply satisfying to have created a film that can make this kind of difference. 

- Jan Selby, 

Producer/Director
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ABOUT THE FILM 

War, peace, and the courage to find common ground.

On a moonlit night in 1983, an impulsive “art crime” changed Missoula, Montana forever. A humungous graffiti peace symbol 

mysteriously appeared on a blank telecommunications panel on a hilltop overlooking the town. It was covered up with paint, 

only to mysteriously reappear. Neither law enforcement nor a barbed wire fence could stop the painters from their mission. 

Eventually, the company who owned the panel gave up fighting the painters and the giant peace symbol remained for 

almost 20 years.

The “Missoula Peace Sign” was an inspiration to many in this community. The city is unique in that it has a long-standing 

commitment to peace advocacy. These deep roots date back to almost a century ago when Jeannette Rankin, born in 

Missoula, took office as the first woman in the United States Congress. During her elected terms, Rankin was the only 

member of Congress to vote against entry in World War I and World War II. 

Betsy Mulligan-Dague, Executive Director of Missoula’s Jeannette Rankin Peace Center, had a long history of working for 

social justice and peace. She loved the Peace Sign for how it represented Missoula’s history of activism and inspired so many 

in the community to work for peace.

Yet, for many residents, the Peace Sign represented the antithesis of peace. Dan Gallagher, an explosives engineer in the 

Vietnam War, hated the Peace Sign on the hill. It reminded him of one of the darkest days of his life; upon returning home to 

the U.S., an anti-war protester wearing a peace symbol accused him of being a “baby killer.” Disrespected by protesters and 

even veterans of previous wars, Dan struggled with post-traumatic stress disorder for years. Every step toward healing was 

undermined by seeing the Peace Sign from everywhere in town. 

Eventually, the telecommunications panel became obsolete and the Peace Sign was dismantled into nine pieces. Each piece 

retained the graffiti markings that were part of the Peace Sign. Nine local peace advocates cherish their pieces with the 

hopes that they may be reunited one day.

Over the years, Dan founded Missoula’s American Legion chapter and became a lawyer working for veterans rights. He also 

had time to think about what he left behind in Vietnam. A 2003 UNICEF report cited that many of those killed by old land 

mines had been children. This deeply affected Dan and inspired him to look for a way to work for peace.  

Dan decided to reach out to Betsy although many fellow veterans didn’t support this. He invited her to join him in launching 

a public conversation on Montana Public Radio about how their two communities could move beyond their history of 

animosity. They discussed their common desire for a more peaceful world. As Dan said, “No one wants peace more than a 

soldier who has seen war.”

BEYOND THE DIVIDE follows the remarkable burgeoning partnership between Dan and Betsy as they each take courageous 

steps in search of common ground. 

After the radio broadcast, Dan invited Betsy to speak at Missoula’s Veterans Day ceremony – the first peace advocate ever to 

do so. Betsy used the opportunity to deliver a heartfelt apology on behalf of the peace community who had often confused 

the war with the warrior. BEYOND THE DIVIDE culminates in Dan being honored by Missoula’s peace community as their 

Peacemaker of the Year – the first veteran ever to receive this award. The ceremony brings veterans and peace advocates 

together to experience their shared commitment to peace while honoring those who serve. 

We need role models such as Dan and Betsy now more than ever. They demonstrate peacebuilding at its finest in a way 

that can be applied to any divide. BEYOND THE DIVIDE is much more than a powerful story of courageous individuals 

whose commitment to dignity and respect pave an original path to peace. It is a call to action, reminding us that we 

don’t have to accept our growing culture of polarization. We can choose to focus on what unites us more than what 

divides us. We each have the power to move beyond a divide.  

What will you do to go Beyond the Divide?
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OUR CHARACTERS

Dan Gallagher

At the age of 19, Dan Gallagher took his first plane ride from Montana to Vietnam and became an explosives 

engineer in the U.S. Army. When he returned, anti-war protestors wearing peace symbols accused Dan of being a 

“baby killer.”  This was just the beginning of the type of treatment many Vietnam veterans came to expect as they 

returned home to a country brimming with anger and disillusionment.

Dan went on to become a respected leader in Missoula’s veteran community. Then in 1983, a giant graffiti peace 

symbol appeared overlooking the town. As Dan struggled to overcome post-traumatic stress disorder, he was 

haunted by the humongous peace symbol that reminded him of his hostile homecoming.

In 2003, the United Nations published a report documenting Vietnam War casualties – many of them children - 

from land mines left behind after the Vietnam war ended. This report hit Dan hard. This stark reality led Dan to 

reach out to Betsy Mulligan-Dague, the Executive Director of the Jeannette Rankin Peace Center in Missoula, in 

an attempt to find common ground.  Over time, Dan and Betsy’s act of courage began to heal the deep divide 

between their respective communities.
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Betsy Mulligan-Dague

As the Executive Director of the Jeannette Rankin Peace Center in Missoula, Montana, Betsy Mulligan-Dague was 

involved in many aspects of peacebuilding. When a mysterious graffiti peace symbol appeared overlooking the 

town, she appreciated how it was an inspiration to work for peace. She also learned that many local veterans 

despised what became known as the “Missoula Peace Sign” as it reminded them of the pain of returning home to 

anti-war protests.

When Dan Gallagher, a local Vietnam veteran and veterans rights advocate, invited Betsy to join him in a public 

conversation about peace on Montana Public Radio, she was eager to participate. They used the opportunity 

to have an honest and respectful dialogue about the animosity between veterans and peace advocates, setting 

an example for how an earnest search for common ground can begin the healing process. Their conversation 

lead to unprecedented events in Missoula including a remarkable apology by Betsy on behalf of some peace 

advocates who confused the war with the warrior.  The moral courage demonstrated by Betsy and Dan has the 

power to transform the relationship between Vietnam veterans and peace advocates everywhere. It can also 

inspire powerful dialogues about moving beyond many types of divides.
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FILMMAKERS

JAN SELBY
PRODUCER & DIRECTOR

Jan Selby is an award-winning independent director/producer and 
owner of Quiet Island Films, a film and video production company 
located in Saint Paul, Minnesota (USA).

Jan’s first film as director/producer was A CIRCLE AND THREE LINES 
(2009), a short documentary about the history of the ubiquitous 
peace symbol, tracing its roots from a nuclear disarmament march in 
England to becoming a global commercial icon. This film premiered at 
the Big Sky Documentary Film Festival (MT, USA) and screened at film 
festivals worldwide including the Woodstock Film Festival (NY, USA), 
the Sebastopol Documentary Film Festival (CA, USA), and the Global 
Peace Film Festivals, (FL, USA). A CIRCLE AND THREE LINES was also 
broadcast on Twin Cities Public Television, awarded a regional EMMY©, 
and included in an exhibit at the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis.

Jan’s most recent film, BEYOND THE DIVIDE (2014), is a feature-length 
documentary about the courage to find common ground. Set in 
Missoula, Montana, BEYOND THE DIVIDE follows Vietnam Veteran Dan 
Gallagher and peace advocate Betsy Mulligan-Dague as they mend 
the decades of animosity left behind by the Vietnam War. 

In 2009, Jan produced FRITZ: THE WALTER MONDALE STORY with 
director Melody Gilbert. Jan’s next film, BUILDING THE PINK TOWER, 
(pre-production, directed/produced with Vina Kay), will reimagine 
schools and learning through the lens of Montessori education.

Originally from Indianapolis, Indiana, Jan attended Tufts University 
in Boston, worked in marketing at Apple Computer, spent 25 years 
as a communications consultant, and finally followed her heart to 
become a film producer/director. Her award-winning production 
company, Quiet Island Films, creates video content for client-partners 
nationwide.  

BILL KERSEY
EDITOR

Bill Kersey has edited several compelling and compassionate 
documentary features, most recently the 2014 film THE STARFISH 
THROWERS, which premiered at the Thessaloniki Documentary 
Festival in Greece and has garnered numerous festival awards. 
He was both editor and music composer for the award-winning 
audience favorites AMERICAN HEART and THICKER THAN WATER, and 
also worked as editor on the PBS Independent Lens documentary 
PRECIOUS KNOWLEDGE. He holds a BFA in Media Arts from the 
University of Arizona and his award-winning short films have screened 
at dozens of festivals all over the world. He has been a selected 
participant in the Telluride Film Festival Student Symposium and an 
Editing Fellow at the Latino Producers Academy in Santa Fe. He lives in 
Saint Paul, Minnesota.

http://quietislandfilms.com
http://acircleandthreelines.com
http://beyondthedividefilm.com
http://buildingthepinktower.org
http://www.thestarfishthrowers.com
http://www.thestarfishthrowers.com
http://www.americanheartfilm.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Thicker-Than-Water-Documentary/158535564162934
http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/precious-knowledge/
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ELGIN SMITH
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Elgin’s credits include an Academy Award® nominee for Documentary 
Short Subject in 2005 for SISTER ROSE’S PASSION. He began his career 
at the award-winning PBS series “American Masters”, and collaborated 
for several years with director Oren Jacoby at Storyville Films. His 
work has shown theatrically, at international film festivals, and been 
broadcast nationally. He has worked on commissioned films for clients 
ranging from the Tribeca Film Festival to the Philadelphia Orchestra. 
A native of Montana and a graduate of the University of Montana, he 
lives in Missoula after having lived in Brooklyn, New York for 10 years. 
Elgin co-owns BACKTRACK films with his wife and BEYOND THE DIVIDE 
field producer, Sarah Frick Smith.

CHRISTOPHER KOZA
ORIGINAL MUSIC

Christopher Koza is a singer-songwriter-composer living and working 
in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Critics have taken note, ranging from local 
press, Minnesota Monthly, to national attention, Paste Magazine. Koza 
performs with regularity in the Twin Cities, the greater Minnesota 
region, and also nationally, supporting such artists as Brandi Carlile, 
The Jayhawks, Blitzen Trapper, Stephen Kellogg, Tift Merrit, and Field 
Report.

Over the last several years, Koza and his band Rogue Valley have 
released a total of nine albums and EP’s. In addition to writing and 
recording his own music, Koza is also involved with co-writing and 
arranging songs with other artists, and is exploring commercial and 
film opportunities. Koza’s songs have been featured on numerous 
television shows including “Cougartown”, “Jersey Shore”, “Matt & Kim”, 
and CBS’s 2013 Super Bowl Pregame Show. Most recently, Rogue 
Valley’s song “The Wolves & The Ravens” was featured on the film, THE 
SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY. 

International music blog, Americana UK gave Koza’s most recent solo 
release, “The Dark, Delirious Morning” 9 out of 10 stars, calling it “an 
unpretentious little masterpiece.” Koza is currently developing new 
work both as a solo artist and with Rogue Valley, looking towards late-
2014 for both release dates.

http://www.storyville.org/sister-roses-passion
http://www.backtrackfilms.com
http://chriskoza.com
http://www.lostinroguevalley.com
http://www.waltermitty.com
http://www.waltermitty.com
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2014 FILM FESTIVALS

A Film For Peace Festival, Italy Special Mention

BIG SKY Documentary Film Festival, USA 

DOCUTAH Southern Utah International Film Festival, USA

Flyway Film Festival, USA Minnesota/Wisconsin Showcase Award 

Global Peace Film Festival, USA 

International Film Festival for Peace, Inspiration and Equality, Indonesia

International Film Festival for Spirituality, Religion, and Visionary, Indonesia Award of Merit 

SaMo Indie - Santa Monica Independent Film Festival, USA Honorable Mention

2015 FILM FESTIVALS

Frozen River Film Festival, USA

Peace On Earth Film Festival, USA Best Feature Documentary 
 
Green Mountain Film Festival

Sebastopol Documentary Film Festival, USA Best of Fest Series 
 
Minneapolis St. Paul International Film Festival, USA

GI Film Festival, USA

Blackhill Film Festival, USA Best Feature Documentary

Duluth Superior Film Festival, USA

Awareness Film Festival

San Diego GI Film Festival 

Driftless Film Festival

San Francisco Veterans Film Festival 
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SUPPORTERS

This project is funded in part by a grant from Humanities Montana, an affiliate of the National Endowment for the 
Humanities. The findings and conclusions of the grant activity do not necessarily represent the view of Humanities Montana 

or the National Endowment for the Humanities.

TECH SPECS

SOCIAL MEDIA

Running time
84 minutes

Language
English

Exhibition Formats
DCP
Blu-Ray
DVD
ProRes 422
Other formats available upon request

Sound
Dolby Digital 5.1 Stereo

www.BeyondTheDivideFilm.com

/BeyondTheDivideFilm

@ BeyondDivide

/BeyondtheDivideFilm

http://beyondthedividefilm.com
https://www.facebook.com/beyondthedividefilm
https://twitter.com/BeyondDivide
https://www.youtube.com/user/beyondthedividefilm

